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Electric Cooperatives Serve America’s Heartland

830 local electric co-ops
>60 wholesale G&Ts
...serving >90% of America’s
poorest counties
Co-ops have tripled
solar capacity since 2010
Yet this is a fraction
of market potential
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One Vision: Local Solar
Complements Big Grid Solutions

Real-Time
Visibility
Operational
insights
●
●
●
●

Power usage
Local generation
Forecast & weather
3rd party devices

Orchestration
Operational
support
● Balance high levels
of solar; tap
additional value
streams w/ storage
● Manage power flow
● Shape load curves
● Build resilience

Pricing &
Market
Incentives
Connect the
community
● Offer superior
utility-led options
● Pay members
equitably for DERs
● Support the grid,
balancing local &
upstream benefits
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“Value-Stacking” Requires Understanding
Battery Storage Capabilities and Trade-Offs

https://www.dynapower.com/energy-storage-applications/
(based on NREL)
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Results &
Comparison

Tertiary
Value
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Optional Gap Analysis, adding
Strategic Values: Deferral, Resilience

Sample
Result for
Solar-only
Charging,
Value-Stack #4

What Can Storage Do Best?

Roanoke, NC
Community Solar Plus

OPALCO, WA
T&D Deferral & Resilience

Anza, CA Distribution Defferal
& Resilience

Kit Carson Electric Co-op: 100% Daytime Solar
- Lowering energy costs while increasing
reliability, resilience & choice
- >40 MW local solar & 2 co-op storage
projects (15 MW total) to date
- College-owned microgrid underway
- Additional utility-side sites under
consideration
- Broadband enabled information systems
and grid visibility project supports
participation on the customer-side,
including EVs and electrification

A High-Renewables Co-op Finds
Multiple Uses for This Model
▲

Use Case #7 estimates savings from CP
Demand (Transmission), Energy
Arbitrage, Ancillary Services
Daytime Peak Demand (MW)

▲

▲

Using Gap Analysis function to add in
strategic values for distribution deferral
and resilience to fire emergencies
Future: Dovetailing SPECs’ model with
grid visibility tools for better system
planning, including prioritizing storage
and solar-plus projects strategically sited
on both sides of the meter; strategic EV
charging and electrification

Solar-plus helps Kit Carson with solar
integration, reduces wholesale
transmission costs, offers ancillary
services, distribution deferral and
resilience options.
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References and Links

https://kitcarson.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/KCEC_Torch-PressRelease_FINAL.pdf
https://www.solarvalueproject.com/
The Solar Value Project website hosts all the tools and resources of the Solar-Plus for Electric Co-ops (SPECs) project, including
access to the Early-Stage Decision Model, User’s Guide, RFP Library, and Webinar covering Solar-Plus Operational Capabilities
and Trade-Offs, Procurement Best-Practices and Lessons Learned and Policy Outlook for Local Solar-Plus.

https://www.nrel.gov/solar/solar-energy-innovation-network-round-2.html
https://camus.energy/
Developer of grid visibility software and related tools that help KCEC with to achieve its grid modernization and integrated
distribution system operation goals.
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